
It has been some time since our di-
rector, Roy Higgins, has briefed us 
on the status of initiatives within the 
Agency.  One January 27th, at 1:00 
PM, he will be providing all DFAS 
Rome employees an update on is-
sues impacting our organization and 
the Agency.  In an effort to insure he 
covers the important issues effecting 
you, in partnership with the union,  
we would like to provide everyone 
the opportunity to submit written 
question beforehand to one of the 
centrally located AFGE 201 or Direc-
tor s Action Line Boxes.  These writ-
ten questions can be signed or 
anonymous, in generic format and 
covering any/all topics of concern of 
an individual employee or for the 
workforce in general. 

IF YOU HAVE ANYTHING YOU 
WANT TO KNOW, PLEASE SUB-
MIT YOUR QUESTION.  THIS IS A 
WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY TO 
HAVE OUR QUESTIONS AN-
SWERED

DON T HAVE A 
COPY OF THE AFGE 
LOCAL 201 UNION 

CONTRACT? 

An AFGE Local 201 public 
folder has been set up for 
us to post important Union 
information.  

You can find a copy of the 
Union contract in the AFGE  
local 201 public folder for 
you to view.    

If you are new and aren t 
sure how to use the Public 
Folders, ask a Union Stew-
ard. for assistance.  

I apologize for the late timing of this 
issue of our newsletter.  I was sick with 
Pneumonia and was on bed-rest at 
home.  I appreciate all of your pa-
tience.   

As always, thank you for your support! 







What is a Formal Discussion? 
Overview 
Formal discussion is a term contained in the Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Statute at 5 USC 7114 (a)(2)
(A). It refers to meetings held by representatives of agency management with bargaining unit employees concerning 
grievances, personnel policies or practices or general conditions of employment. When such meetings are held it is the 
responsibility of management to notify the union in advance and give it an opportunity to attend and participate.  

Key Points

  

         An exclusive representative of an appropriate unit is entitled to the opportunity to be represented at any formal discussion be-
tween one or more representatives of an agency and one or more bargaining unit employees concerning any grievance, personnel 
policy or practice, or other general condition of employment of unit employees. 5 USC 7114 (a)(2)(A).  

         The purpose of the formal discussion provision is to give the union the opportunity to safeguard both its own institutional interests 
and the interests of bargaining unit employees. Border Patrol, El Paso, 93 FLRR 1-1063.

   

         To qualify as a formal discussion a meeting must include four specific elements. They are: a) at least one representative of 
agency management and at least one bargaining unit employee in attendance; b) a discussion, that is c) formal in nature, and d) con-
cerns either a grievance or a personnel policy, practice, or other condition of employment of unit employees. GSA, Region 9, 94 FLRR 
1-1005.

   

         Individuals acting on behalf of or at the direction of agency management, such as an agency attorney, may qualify as representa-
tives of the agency for the purpose of identifying formal discussions. 436th Air Lift Wing, 101 FLRR 1-1149.

   

         EEO officials and counselors who are not part of the bargaining unit may qualify as management representatives for the purpose 
of determining formal discussions. FLRA General Counsel's Guidance on the Relationship Between the Federal Service Labor-
Management Relations Statute and EEO Matters (January, 1999).  

         The term "discussion" is viewed as synonymous with "meeting." Consequently, dialogue between the management and bargain-
ing unit attendees is not necessary for a determination that the meeting was a formal discussion. FCI, Bastrop, 96 FLRR 1-1048.

   

         Conversations conducted by telephone may qualify as formal discussions. SSA, Office of Hearings and Appeals, 104 LRP 
26001.

   

         The formality of a discussion is determined based on the totality of circumstances surrounding it. Factors taken into consideration 
include the number and level of management representatives in attendance, whether the meeting was scheduled or impromptu, 
whether a formal agenda was used, how long the meeting lasted, the location of the discussion, whether attendance was mandatory 
and how the meeting was conducted. Luke AFB, 98 FLRR 1-1150.

   

         Impromptu discussions, as opposed to formally scheduled or mandatory meetings, generally are not considered formal. DOE, 
Rocky Flats, 102 FLRR 1-1074.

   

         A discussion that begins as an informal meeting may evolve into a formal discussion triggering the union's right to be given the 
opportunity to attend. Defense Depot, Tracy, 90 FLRR 1-1519.

   

         Routine informational staff meetings that may include reminders of policies usually do not qualify as formal discussions. VAMC, 
Gainesville, 94 FLRR 1-1130.

   

         Individual performance counseling sessions do not qualify as formal discussions. SSA, 84 FLRR 1-1381.

   

         Discussions of performance standards applicable to employees in general may qualify as formal discussions. SSA, Dallas, 86 
FLRR 1827.

   

         Meetings held to discuss intended or possible changes in conditions of employment, even if the potential changes are de minimis 
and an exercise of management rights, qualify as formal discussions. VAMC, New York, 93 FLRR 1-1152.

   

         The U.S. Court of Appeals, D.C. Circuit, ruled that the term "grievance" as used in 5 USC 7103 (a)(9) should be interpreted 
broadly to include complaints and appeals filed under other statutes. Interviews with bargaining unit employees to prepare them as 
witnesses in a hearing before the Merit Systems Protection Board are formal discussions. NTEU v. FLRA, 774 F.2d 1181, 85 FLRR 1-
8022.

  



What is a Formal Discussion? (cont) 

         A pre-arbitration meeting to discuss an employee's potential testimony is a formal discussion. GSA, Region 2, 98 FLRR 1-1161.

   
         The 9th Circuit ruled that an EEO complaint is not a grievance covered by the labor relations statute and the union is not entitled 

to an opportunity to attend a meeting between an individual EEO complainant and agency representatives. IRS Fresno, 706 F.2d 
1019, 83 FLRR 1-8020 , Luke Air Force Base, 208 F.3d 221, 100 FLRR 1-8002.

   
         The FLRA applied the D.C. Circuit's ruling in NTEU v. FLRA, 85 FLRR 1-8022 , and concluded that a meeting held to discuss 

settlement of an EEO complaint filed by a bargaining unit employee is a formal discussion. Marine Corps, Barstow, 97 FLRR 1-1026.

   

         Upholding a ruling of the FLRA, the D.C. Circuit held that a meeting with a bargaining unit employee to discuss settlement of an 
EEO complaint is a formal discussion if all elements of formality are present. However, the court concluded that if a direct conflict ex-
ists between the rights of the individual complainant and those of the union the conflict would have to be resolved in favor of the indi-
vidual. 436th Air Lift Wing, 01-1373, 103 LRP 2316.

   

         In order for the union to be entitled to notice and an opportunity to attend a meeting regarding an individual EEO complaint, the 
meeting must be formal. An impromptu meeting initiated by an employee was not formal. DOE, Rocky Flats, 102 FLRR 1-1074.

   

         Private contractors hired to handle investigations of EEO complaints are representatives of the agency and must honor union 
rights. SSA, Office of Hearings and Appeals, 104 LRP 26001.

   

         A meeting to discuss the settlement of an appeal before the MSPB is a formal discussion. GSA, 97 FLRR 1-1137.

   

         An oral reply to a proposed adverse action does not constitute a formal discussion. FCI, Ray Brook, 87 FLRR 1-1520.

   

         Formal employee orientation sessions usually qualify as formal discussions. SSA, Chicago, 84 FLRR 1-1703.

   

         A meeting between a supervisor and a new employee to orient the employee to the work environment, including a tour and intro-
duction to coworkers was informal. SSA, Region 2, 87 FLRR 1-1557.

   

         A meeting held to discuss a last chance agreement is not a formal discussion. AFLC, Wright-Patterson AFB, 90 FLRR 1-1591.

   

         Despite its AFLC ruling, the FLRA found the agency bypassed the union when it negotiated a last chance agreement with an 
employee and not the union. The FLRA found no inconsistency between this decision and AFLC. SSA, 99 FLRR 1-1144

   

         Meetings with employees to gather factual information regarding agency operations do not constitute formal discussions. IRS, 84 
FLRR 1-1468.

   

         Meetings with employees to gather information regarding conditions of employment, e.g. general environment in the office, may 
be formal discussions. GSA, 95 FLRR 1- 1047.  

         A meeting held to announce and discuss a reduction in force is a formal discussion. F.E. Warren AFB, 96 FLRR 1-1106.

   

         A union is entitled to determine who will represent it at a formal discussion. GSA, Region 9, 100 FLRR 1-1155.

   

         The fact that a union official received notice of a formal discussion in his capacity as an employee may not satisfy the require-
ment to provide formal notification to the union if it deprives the union of the right to select its own representative. GSA, Region 9, 100 
FLRR 1-1155.

   

         Failure to send a representative to a formal discussion after receiving proper notice constitutes a waiver of the union's right. 
NLRB, 92 FLRR 1-1330.

   

         A union representative at a formal discussion has the right to state the union's position on the subject matter discussed at the 
meeting, but not to take charge of or disrupt the meeting. New Cumberland Army Depot, 38 FLRA 671 , 90 FLRR 1-1618.

   

         The union's active participation may be limited to some degree when the meeting concerns a statutory procedure, e.g. a deposi-
tion in a MSPB appeal, and the union is not acting as the employee's representative. Border Patrol, El Paso, 47 FLRA 170 , 93 FLRR 
1-1063.

  






